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ABSTRACT
Economics will likely play a major role in the future adoption of
alternative energy technologies. Proper employment of economic t-ols
should provide much useful information on impending research, marKeting,
and policy decisions. One such economic tool, the uSL/UNM economic
perform&r.ce methodology--computer code, is reported on here. A brief
history of past solar assessment activities preceeds description of the
USL/UKM code. The inputs, sets of evaluative procedures, and outputs
associated with the methodology/code are discussed in detail. Przsent
status plus on-going modifications to the various components are high-
lighted throughout the discussion. The utility of the LASL,/UNM code
is-demonstrated through illustrative examples of recently
studies.
INTRODUCTION**
Over the past three years, members of The University
completed
of New Mexico
(CNM) Resource-Economics Group and staff from the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory (LASL) Energy Systems and Economic Analysis ._roup have
developed an economic performance code to evaluate the potential
feasibility of residential solar space and water heating systems. The
model-- LASL/UNM ecmomic performance code--incorporat~ 3 two levels Of
detail: a “micro” approach used for very specific deeign performance
and cost sensitivity studies, and a “macro” approach used to ●xamine
the nationwide potential of constrained solar designs.
In the section below we present briefly the past hietory of our
evolving efforta in the assessment of eolar residential heating. The
two basic approaches--micro and macro --are revLewed next with major
components in the LASL/UNM economic performance code outlined. These
components are then individually discussed in detail. Illustrative
examples of past efforts are highlighted through-out the discussion.
Finally, future plans are addreesed.
HIST’!RICAL DEVELOPMENT.—
In 1975, the National Science Foundation awarded a two year grant
~~t reported he:e is being supported by the U. S. Department
of Energy, Assistant Secretdry for Conservation and Solar Applications.
Material for this pr,per has been drawn from past research efforts. The
references cited contain more complete information on these Jeeearch
activities.




to the UNM Resource Economics Program to =onduct an economic and envi-
ronmental assessment of solar and geothermal energy alternatives. The
solar portion of the a~alysis centered upon active solar space and
water heating systems with performance data sl:ppliedby the Scltir
Energy Group (Balcomb and McFarland, 1976) of LASL. Results have been
reported in an NSF-RANN completion report (Schulze, et al., 1976) , and
in a document prepared for the Joint Economic Committee of Congress
(Schulze, et al., 1977). Subsequent improvements in the data base and
economic methodology were made to evaluate the impacts of the original
National Energy Plan (April 1977) on solar economics, a report (Roach,
et al., 1977) which was relaeased by U&L at the close of 1977. Since
that time, passive concepts have been added to the analysis. Prelirr.i-
nary results for the thermal maas storage wall concept appear in the
August 197Q AS/ISES Conference Proceedings .Roach, NO1l, and Ben-David,
197B) wit}, further analyaia forthcoming in Energy: The International
Journal, (Roach, Nell, and Ben-David, 1979; Nell and Wray, 1979).
SOLAR ASSESSMENT APPROACHES
Five basic steps are employed in the macro (nationwide) evaluation
of solar economic performance. [These same steps are also employed
with some modifications in the micro (specific locale) evaluation of
design, performar,ce, cost, and comfort tradeoffs for any given solar
configuration. tloredetail on the micro approach 1s contained in the
following paragraph.] These are (l)the specifications of architectural
design parameter and active/passiv~ revisions to a conve:’tional tract
home--tract home concepts are used for they represent the largest
possible market for solar inclusion and greatly facilitate regional
comparisons, (2)the specification of the annual thermal performance c:
the passive designs-- simplified methods developed by the Solar Energy
Group at LASL are currently being used, (3)the estimation of solar add-
On costs which are coupled with performance estimates tc calculate
costs of alternatively sized solar heating designs, (4)the specifica-
tion of conventional energy prices and futures by locale, and ./the
determination/evaluating of the economic compet:tlvcness cf the various
designs based upon life r,.’clecost and cash flow analysis. It is
specifically the LASL/UNM economic performance code (macro portion)
that combines all of the iriformation delineated above such that the
actual solar evaluation can be made.
The micro app:oach, rather thar taking most design information as
gi”?en (macro approach), focuses upon design-performance tradeoffs with
expiicit consideration of cost and comfort factors such that one may
cptimally size a solar design subject to alternative constraints ~r.d
criteria. [To date only passive solar designs have been examined
through the micro approach, whereas both active and passive configura-
tions have been worked through the macro approach.] Results from
hour-by-hour thermal network models are used to determine composite
performance equations which express the annual delivered solar heating
fraction as a function of the specified input parameters. To ensure
compatibility, the input specifications are consistent with architec-
tural design schematics and incremental cost factors attributable to
the solar portion of a new single family tract home residence. Perfor-
mance and incremental solar costs are then combined to arrive at
optimal expansion paths which indicate the least cost method or design
of providing a given solar fraction. When constraint imposed by
material availability, building code requirements, or comfort prefer-
ences are considered, the expansion ~aths are altered so that sizing
and design becomes a con~:trained optimization procedure. Economic per-
formance is then measured by several financial indicators including
years to mortgage paybac;,.,years to positive savings, net present value,
and equivalent annual I:osts.
A schematic overview presented in Figure 1 portrays the major com-
ponents and their interrelationships in the LASL/UNM model. Briefly,
the components of the LASL/UNM model can be d~vided into three major
categories: inputs, methodology, and output. We discuss each of these
components in the sections below. [Passive solar heating concepts
shall serve as the vehicle for model presentation.]
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INPUTS
The major sets of inputs to the LASL/UNM model include, (l)archi -
tectural design specifications with (2)solar add-on cost estimates by
location, (3)performance analisis for those architectural design
SPeClflCiZtlCnS, (4)COnVent10nal energy price data with projected futures,
and (5)select financial parameters. The LASL/UNM model accepts any
user-defined parameter values, although at ~reaent we assign spcclfic
input values.
The Burns/Peters Architectural Group of Albuquerque, New Mexico
have provided architectural schematics, renderings, and solar add-on
cost estimates for four passive designs (thermal storage wall, thermal
etoraqe roof, direct gain, a;.~attached sunspace) integrated into con-
ventional single family detacked tract home residences (Western Research
Inc., i978). Flexibility in design is maintained by costing a wide
variety of sizing and option design parameter in each passive config-
uration so that detailed macroeconomic analysis can be conducted (Nell
and Wray, 1979). These parameters include number and type of glazings,
storage type and volume, night insulation options, glazing area,
glazing to storage ratioa, interior temperature swings, and selective
coatings.
To date, these eolar designs have shown ? Southwestern flavor with
a tract home in Albuquerque, New Mexico servinq as a standard. Figure
2 portrays an architectural rendering of a direc$ gain passive solar
configuration. From this rendering with associated detailed schematics
of the home and its floor plan Iolar add-on costs have been estimated.
Regional designs and solar add-on costs estimates are presently being
developed by several contractors across the L!.S. When complete, they
should give one a better starting point from which more realistlc
regional comparative (economic) analyses can be undertaken.
Simplified correlations relating passive solar performance to siz-
ing, design, and climatic parameters have been generdted (Balcomb and
McFarland, 1978, by the LASL Sola! Energy Group using the results from
hour-by-hour validated thermal network models such as pASOLE (Ba~.~mb,
Hedstrom, and McFarland, 1977) and SUNSPOT (Wray and Balcomb, 1978) .
The solar load ratio (SLR) methodology provides performance data for
the macro study, whereas the detailed computations underlying the SRL
calculations are transformed (estimated) by logarithmic Taylor series
expansion equations for uae in the det.; led microanalysis. Additional
thermal network mcdeling for the passive designs is based upon hour-by-
hour paasive sim~lation models provided by Bickle/CM, Inc., (Dexter and
Reams, i979).
Solar performance calculations are key to the economic analyais,
Without information on eolar displacement of conventional fuels, it
would be impossible to evaluate the economic performance, and hence its
desirability, of any solar design under any given criteria. We are
fortunate in having available to us some of the best information to date
on solar performance. That information ie presently being updated t~
reflect a modified definition of solar fraction, where only the actual
displacement of auxiliary (alternative or backup heating system) fuel
is measured as a positive contribution of solar. ‘f’hia definition is
more in line with our uee of the solar fraction term and its subaaquent
integration into life cycle coat evaluation. ?n addition, solar per-
formance fot ovar 200 citiee (initially only 80) i: now being estimated
so that our reaolutim for the continental U. S. will be g!;eatly expand-
●d. Theee cities have been chosen because of tie availability of
avarage waather data (NOAA supplied weather information Under a DOE
sponsored contract).
The energy price data baae includes current (1977) coets for
electricity (kwh), natural gas (mcf), and heating oil (gal). The se
prices are derived from the published literature where available subli-
mated by information directed from the utilities if required. In
addition, these prices are being updated to 197E/1979. The original




u. s., but is now being expanded to include over 200 cities (the sar,e
set of cities as solar performance data is being estimated). Various
ecergy price futures have been inputed to the modei, including annual
escalation rates, projections based upon econometric modeling, anti
institutionally derived prices.
Alternative energy cost~ are as important as solar add-on costs.
One must have reasonable estimates of the cost of optior.,.facing the
consumer. It is relatively simple, although the time and dollar re-
eources required are far greater than one might suspect, to acquire
present energy costs for the continental U. s. It is, however, ex-
tremely difficult to project what these prices might be 5, 10 or even
15 yeare from now. Yet, the6e future energy prxces play a large If not
dominant role in any economic evaluation or decision process for solar
space heating options are generally high first-cost items. Therefore,
a number of alternative futures has been and must continue to be ex-
amined in the overall economic performance evaluation of solar designs.
Tabl~ 2 contains a representative set of energy costs (speclfled in
S/LOb Btu and adjusted for heat delivery efficiency) that has been re-
cently ueed in an as~essment of passive thermal mass storage walls.
Financial parameters must be specified as the final input component.
Tl,ese include terms of the hypothetical loan, inflatlcn and discount
rates, taxes and tax brackets, insurance requirement: salvage or
resale value, system life, period of financial analys~s, and solar
inccrrtive options.
METHGEJULOG’I’
Each of the inputs enters into the rnethodologlcal portion of the
LASL/UNM code, which combines all of the lnforn,atlon Into a constrair.
or unconstrained optimal sizing algorlthm based upor,alternative for-
mulaticne of life cycle cost analysis (Nell, 1379b), Average, maraindl,
and delivered heat cost curves are ~encrated which express the solar
economics in equivalent annual $/10 Btu terms. At the optimum
(equivalent annual marginal cost of the last Fassl-:e solar sizing in-
crement just equal to tht equivalent annual cost of the conventional
energy alternative) net present values (NPV) over the life cycle arc at
a maximum. However, this only insures solar feasibility (hy our de-
finition) if the NPV is positive. Since life cycle cost analysis has
been criticized as being an incomplete description of the consumer be-
havior process, we calculate other economic indicators including years
to positive sa’~ings (YTPS), simple (SPBK), and discounted payback
(DPBK), return on investment (ROI), and equivalent annual costs (EAC).
The analysis proceeds in this manner so that calculations are made for
each location, cacti year, and accor~- ng to each of the major fuel
types (natural gas, heating oil, and electricity), Maximum sizing con-
straints, budget limitations, and payback requirements can be specified
to put bounds on the optimal sizing algorithm, in which case we have a
constrained optimization procedure.
More precise information for each of the 200 plus eltes in the
macro approach (component) of the LASL/UNM code is presently being
collected. This includes property tax rates, marginal income tax
brackets for home buyere, appraisal and resale portions (solar addi-
tions) , and lccal home building costs, This is in addition to the
update solar add-on coats and alternative energy prices mentioned above.
This information is necessary to ensure the alternative economic and
financial criteria employed in the actual economic performance
evaluation operate as presently structured.
The actual computer code with its associated data basee is contin-
uously being modified to reflect the new information and improvements
being made to the economic optimization alogrithms. In addition, the
code is being rewritten so that in the near future it can be made
available to other individuals and institutions involved in solar re-
sidential aasesnmente.




mance to design parameters such as storage volume and building ioad to
glazlng area ratios) are used to generate sizing isoquants (combina-
tions of inputs yielding identical solar fractions) from which an ex-
pansion path (locus of least cost designs) can be determined. Optimal
sizing is conducted along the expansion path, or bounds can be added
as before to constrain the feasible solution or design space.
A recent addition to the micro approach has been the inclusion of
ownership periods. With the average home cwner changing residences
every 5-9 years, it becomes fairly important to examine differences in
the decision process (purchase of solar options) Wen expected periods
of concern are less than those used in traditional life cycle cost
analysis. This shortens the period of solar assessment and consequent-
ly redates information needs. However, becausr sclar is a capital in-
tensive investment, the shorter time period may also reduce potential
benefits (foregone fuel costs) to the point where solar is no longer
competitive. By proper inclusion of infletion rates, income tax reduc-
tions from interest payments, and most importantly the resale potential
of solar additions, the shorter time period of analysis should prcve to
have only minor impact upon the ultimate consumer decision.
OUTPUT
The output portion of the LASL/UNM model records the first (and
subsequent) calculated year of life cycle feasibility for each loca-
tion against each fuel type (natural gas, heating oil, and electricity-).
System size (ft2), cost ($), and yield (1o6 Btu/year) at the optimum
are generated along with the NPV, YTPS, SPBK, DPBK, ROI, and EAC. Muck
supporting output data can also be generated, including the performance
and cost curves (tabulated data) , current and equivalent annual energy
prices, value of proposed tax credits and low interest loan subsidies,
and cash flow analysis by year. This information is utiually in the
form of computer printout. Subsequent transformation cf that informa-
tion gi’~es rise to the maps, figures, and tables that highlight major
results and conclusions. Some of the graphics has also been comput-
erize. , while the remaining transformations a=e usually completed by
hand.
Because of the inherent difficulty cf projecting market penetra-
ti~n rates (Schiffel, Costello, and Posner, 197B) the LASL/UNM model
does riotpresently include a formalized market penetration component.
However, current efforta are being devated to identification, refine-
ment, and incorporation of available market penetration models into the
LASL/L”:Y code. Much of the penetration work has concentrated upon
consumer demand characteristics with the implicit assumption of a de-
mand-pull supply response. In a highly dissaggrega~ed residential
building market, this approach may not be entirely appropriate.
Characterization of supply sector trends and behavior must be incorpo-
rated into such market penetration models, and is therefore the thrust
of some current research efforts.
Once an acceptable penetratiorl methodology is incorporated into
the LASL/UNM model, cutput will include passive (and active) penetra-
tion into the new aniiretrofit housing markets, prolected energy sav-
ings and fossil fuei displacement, dollar value of investment and
government incentive expenditures, and other macroeconomic indicators.
SC,IARASSESSMENTS—.—
From the typee of outputs defined above /based upon a well-speci-
fied aet of input parameters, and the economic/financial parameter
values involved--aasumed--for the evaluation process), solar assessments
#re made that include sensitivity studies, evaluation of incentive
schemes, and interpretation of output data. Figure 3 and Table I
illustrate the tesults of a particular computer run of a passive
thermal mass storage wall (Trombe type) with R-9 night insulation. All
parameters were held constant in this comparison with electric resis-
tance convention=: heating, except the variable cost of the double-




In all of the chosen locations (except Seattle, WA) the Trombe wall
competes favorably against the electric resistance alternative at the
$12/ft2 variable cost, whereas 18 locationa (19 total including Seattle,
WA) dropout against the benchmark cost of 51E/ft2 (Fig’~re3). At
S24/ft2, additional stat- drop from the feasible set leaving only 12
portraying solar competitiveness (keyed by horizontal r.arkings in
Figure 3). Optimal system size declines along with KPV when solar
costs increase as shown for select locations in Table 3. Years to
positive SaVln9S is zero in all caaefi, with simple paybacks ranging
from 11 to 16 years. Many other parametric variations can be made to
test partial and total sensitivities of economic feasibility to vari-
ations in performance, cost, energy future, and financial assumpt;ms.
The final results indicate where particular passive configurations
compete best and why.
The above discu-oion highlights only one aspect of our on-going
soler assessment work. Comparative evaluations between and among alter-
native solar configurations are presently being carried out for those
systems/designs with nationwide performance computations available.
This leads to revealing contrasts on solar system sizing, costs, and
various financial indicators portraying the economic competitivess of
●ach configuration. Integrated solar designs, those designs comprising
more than a single co ‘cept (e.g., Trombe wall and direct gain) , are to
be evaluated next.
A graphical representation of the macroeconomic approach is
illustrated by the isoquants, expansion path, and constraints shown in
Figure 4. In the ‘irombewall example, passive solar isoquants are
generated which show combinations of glazing area and wall thickness
that provide equal percent solar contribution on an annual basis. A
total add-on cost is associated with each sizing comklnation along the
isoquante, so a locus of least cost points is determined which we call
an exptinsion path. With no constraints, optimal sizing occurs along
the expansion path to maximize NPV. However, the feasible solution
space can be constrained by imposing minimum thickness (building codes) ,
maximum glazing area (physical limitations) , and maximum budget con-
straints. The budget constraint shows all combinations of area and
thickness that can be installed for an equivalent outlay, for example
S4000, or any other predetermined amount. In the particular depiction
of Figure 4, only the budget limitation constraints the expansion path.
!fitha larger budget allowance, the area constraint then would become
binding. If for comfort reasons the designer wanted a thicker Trombe
wall, sizing could proceed along the comfort thickness constraint (18
Inches in Figure 4) until the budget or area constraints were met.
This macroeconomic approach allows quantification of constraints that
normally enter the design process but usually are not given explicit
recognition.
The macroeconomic component of the LASL/UNM ecafiomic performance
code is being expanded through development of simplified desiqn tools.
These tools include (l)a step-by-step approach to economic evaluation
cf solar for a specific residence in various locales (DOE, 1979) , (2)
a set of consistent and correct mathematical expressions for the
economic evaluation of solar feasibility/desirabiLi ty, (3)a set of
simplified formulas with regional?.coefficient values for the crJmpula-
tion of iaoquant and expansion path curves, and (4)a set of “rook book”
procedures and accompanying table values (factor computation%) for use
in assessing solar potential.
FUTURE PLANS
In addition to completing solar assessments, for a number of
newer designs, much of the upcoming work for the remainder of this
calendar year haa been identified in discussion above. Briefly, the
LASL/UNM eccmomic performance model (code) ic being expandel to encom-
paas over 200 locations (macro) and additional solar configurations.
Alternative sizing criteria are being explored, builder and buyer inter-
actions are being c:..-acterized, and the integration of housing and
market penetration components for passive and active solar is being
-&-
pursued. Work is continuir,g cm the macroeconomic analysis of passive
designs in select citl q to determine the optimal combination of sizing
and design option para~.eters in various climates. The LASL/UNM comput-
er code and standard data bases are beirg modified and documented so as
to make them available to others actively involved in solar assessment
activities.
SUMMARY
This paper has presented a brief overview of our approach to the
economic evaluation of residential solar heating systems. %s should be
fairly appare~t from the substantive discussion, economics serves as
the central focus or structure uncleswhich the overall solar assessment
is being carried out. However, and this is an extremely important
p?int, information from and proper consideration of other disciplines
are critical (and even mandatory) aspects of all analyses. That is why
so much weight has been and is continuin$ to be placed on the solar
design process, the determination of solar performance under alterna-
tive design and clima:ic conditions, the proper computation of solar
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Figure 2. Architectural Rendering of Direct Gain
Tract Home Concept
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SOLAR FEASIBILITY FOR TROMBE WALL WITH NIGHT INSULATION
ALTERNATIVE FUEL - ELECTRICITY (RESKTANCE)
SOLAR COSTS - $12, $18, AND $24 PER FT 2 OF GLAZING




































Figure 4. Imoquantm, Constraints, and Expaneion Path for
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